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Freestyle twinny round up; Brits storm mexico pKrA; reAders wives winner

The hammer Falls,The KiTe rises:  
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II russia

Looping the 9m for freedom



FroM dusk 
Till dawn

WORDS: gabrIeLe steInDL | PHOTOS: anDrey rybChInsKIy, gabrIeLe steInDL

I’m passIonate about rIDIng neW spots, exploring countries and people unkown to me, diving 
into different cultures, sharing the pure joy of  kitesurfing with kindred mates all around the world 
no matter their background, age or mother tongue. spreading this energy all around, that’s what I 
love most; the true freeride spirit. “I’m going to a super exotic destination ... guess where?“, “meh, 
some place in the Caribbean or perhaps south pacific..?“, none of  my friends came even close to 
the right answer (I don’t blame them !), “no, I’m going to russia“, “whaaat, what will you be doing 
there?“, “kitesurfing of course, or have you seen me playing tourist ever over the last 5 years?“.f 
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II russia

“dolzanskaya Turned ouT To be a breaThTaking 2km 
long perfecT, whiTe shelly sand bank abouT 30 meTres 
wide. The wind hiT iT perfecTly side on; onshore on 
one side, flaT and offshore The oTher. ”
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gabi spreads the perestroika, anapa



i 
was thrilled by the idea, had no clue though what 
to expect in general or kitesurfing-wise. However, 
exactly that totally unknown and unusual factor made 
the mission so exciting.
The flight into the capital of Russia, Moscow, was 

smooth and quick (only two and a half hours from 
Austria), unlike the Visa-formalities and hours spent at 
the Russian Embassy in Vienna beforehand. My friend 
Andrey, a young, passionate Russian kitesurfer and pho-
tographer,  who I met in Florianopolis, Brazil, last year, 
picked me up from the airport. Once we managed to 
squeeze my monster-quiver into his small car the journey 
began; where to, I did not know. It was 5:30pm and ac-
cording the Andrey, we would be going down South and 
kiting the next day. It would be a long drive, “how far?“ I 
asked many times, “very far“ was all I could squeeze out 
of him...

We sped 1600km and 18 hours down Russian highways 
(the quality of which depended upon the wealth of the 
respective regions that we passed through), where no 
real road rules seemed to exist. No matter how bad 
the road, massive trucks were over taking everywhere, 
these nutters were only matched by the amount of top 
end cars that drove so recklessly they would have been 
banned from driving in Europe years ago. It was strange 
because police-patrols were lurking everywhere along 
the roadside. We got our collars felt six times along the 
way. The first time was rather scary. Two hulking Russian 
cops asked Andrey to step out of the car and to come 
over to the other side of the road where they had parked. 
He didn’t return for 40 minutes. When he finally did, I 
continued the interrogation:“What happened? How  
much did you have to pay?“, “100 Rubels for driving 
30km too fast“. 

I had not been familiar with the with the currency at that 
point but 100 Rubels sounded a lot to me. “..which is 
about 3 Euros“ added Andrey with a grin. Hehehehe, 
excellent, I thought. I noticed during the long hours of 
driving, there were cars (usually of the really expensive 
kind) with special number plates that were going faster 
and even crazier than the rest, however, I never saw any 
of those being stopped by police. “The owners enjoy 
special-status, diplomats, government and so on. This 
puts them pretty much above all laws“, explained Andrey.    

Andrey drove the whole night through, we stopped 
for gas but that was it. Hammering it from dusk till dawn 
’Russian style’. At about 11am we finally had reached our 
destination: Anapa, a seaport town in the Krasnodar Krai 
region, along the northerly offshoots of the Caucasus 
mountains on the northern coast of the Black Sea.I was 
amazed by the beauty all around, wide endless planes,f 
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anapa, russia. Leave the beatles Lp’s and 501’s at home, for liberation pack your 9m instead. 

you could outrun them in a Citroen Dolly but you wouldn’t fancy your chances  
in a game of  the local roulette. 



II russia

The cops pulled us over six Times on The drive 
down. i noTiced some cars were really speeding 
buT never goT sTopped. andrey explained ThaT The 
drivers of some cars were kind of above The law. 
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a kite is a machine for generate pop with. 
popular marxist slogan



fields, picturesque small villages with delightful wooden 
houses, not a single cloud in the sky, pleasant sunshine, 
about 22 degree centigrade. Wow, everything was so 
different than I would have imagined in Russia.

“Anapa is amongst Russia’s top kite-locations,  
hosting the final stop of the ’Black Sea Cup’, the Russian 
Open Championships at the end of September every 
year. It’s got spots for whatever you want to do, from 
super flat freestyle-heavens to waves“, pointed Andrey 
out whilst cruising into the parking lot in front of the 
local kiteschool. We finally got out of the car for real; 
aaaah, what a nice feeling to finally stretch out after this 
monster journey. I felt like a chuffing zombie though. Two 
’cafe naturale’ (kinda Turkish coffee, unfiltered) did the 
trick however and kick started the aching body and kite 
mindset. Vetal, the owner of the local kiteschool (www.
kiteschool.ru) was optimistic and predicted the wind to 

soon pick up. We jumped back in the car and drove to 
the ’Naked Spit’, a top freestyle spot. Vetal was right, on 
arriving at the spot, a sweet northeasterly breeze set in 
which picked up progressively. I quickly screwed fins and 
straps onto my board, pumped up the kite, jumped into 
a thick wetsuit (assuming the water to be quite cold - I 
was so wrong!!) and off I went for my first ride in Russian 
waters. Yippee!

I had a beautiful session on my 12m Vegas and did 
high jumps of joy, totally lit by the end of my session but 
too tired to pump up a smaller kite. To my surprise the 
water was pleasantly warm. I had a little nap in the car 
and went out for another ride at sunset. Andrey was full 
of energy, and kited more than me that day and initiated  
the first shooting that evening too...Rrrrrethpect!

The next day a bunch of really sweet, funny Russians, 
also part of the Moscow kite scene, joined us and we 

spent five memorable days in beautiful Anapa. All but 
one day it was always windy with clear sunny skies all 
the way through. There were spots for all wind directions. 
For wind with any North, it was freestyle rock’n’roll on 
world-class flatwaterplaygrounds. Waist deep waters in 
two different spots: the ’Gólenkaya’ (which you already 
know as the ’naked spit’), the other ’Bugàskaya’ (proper 
name: untranslatable). With wind from the South, the 
swell sometimes brings sweet waves, which can reach a 
couple of metres on good days.

On the way back to Moscow, we did a sub quest to 
another spot, ‘Dolzanskaya’, for which the forecast had 
looked very promising. Dolzanskaya turned out to be a 
breathtaking 2km long perfect, white shelly sand bank 
( made from teeny-weeny little mussels polished by the 
sea that you could walk on barefoot) about 30 metres 
wide poking out in the Sea of Azov.f
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this ones for the indissolute union of  the working class, peasants and the intelligentsia

hi, do you speak english? europe was freed by macDonalds and  
now all we do is moan about them

you couldn’t fault the build quality on the early russian motors



II russia

The wind usually came in perpendicular to the sandbank. 
It was choppy and onshore on one side and super-
dooper flat offshore on the other. Many people camp 
here for a couple of days and enjoy ’Coche (Venezuela) 
conditions’, just with way less crowd outside their tents.  
It was a beaming blue sunny day, about 30 degrees, 
unfortunately only with a very light breeze. Still I gave it 
a go with my biggest kite. It was an unsuccesful attempt 
and once back ashore I have to admit considered myself 
rather lucky plus a bit silly. Obviously I chose the ’Coche-
like off-shore side’ to go out...coming back turned into a 
major challenge that I mastered only by looping my kite 
a million times, being pulled submarine-like kneedeep 
through the water on my board and finishing off with 
some hardcore body dragging. 

With some solid kiting action behind us, we cruised 
the 1000km to Moscow to spend a couple of days.  
Moscow, you may know, is a wild city. The Red Square 
competes for space beside extremely modern  
skyscrapers, the worst traffic that I have ever experi-
enced, convoys of the newest luxury cars everywhere 
(the annual contingent of Lamborghinis imported into 
Russia was sold out in only three weeks!), indeed an 
interesting, crazy new experience for me.  What made 
sightseeing and my usually very independent  

anthropoligical studies rather complicated was the 
language barrier: all street signs, underground maps, 
everything, is only printed in Russian and almost nobody 
speaks a word of English. I had an emergency if worst 
comes to worst plan in my mind: I would have handed 
Andrey’s business card to a taxi driver, requesting to 
drive me to that adress. Although that most probably 
would have gotten very expensive as tourists who do 
not speak any Russian often get plucked like chickens 
($$$),it still felt reassuring.

So much for the city. We uploaded the car again and 
drove 120km North to the lake of ‘Plescheevskoe’, the 
closest kite-playground of the Moscow kite scene, close 
to the small city of ‘Perejaslavl-Zalesskij’. Once more 
we were lucky with the weather: sunny skies and strong 
wind, perfect for my 9m Vegas. Extremely heavy gusts 
forced me to stick to more basic moves, all the same 
I really enjoyed my ride in the unique scenery with two 
wonderful churches in the background and the greenest 
splendor all around. Then in the afternoon a rain front 
passed through and we had to call it a day. The rainbow 
that came up over the small picturesque church on top 
of the hill just beside the lake made up for it and was the 
perfect end to yet another brilliant day in Russia.f
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stomping it for the proletariate

go for the bottom one, 
it’s closer



With three more days to go in Russia, I decided to 
buy myself a train ticket to St. Petersburg, known as 
one of the most beautiful cities in the world. This was 
also  hometown for a dear fellow pro, Petr Tyrchevich, 
international teamrider for Cabrinha, who I admire for 
his strong and radical style. Off I went in the first class 
wagon of the high velocity train that connects Moscow 
and St. Petersburg in just four hours. I could not wait to 
meet up with Petr and his parents again, who I already 
knew well from Mauritius. Petr’s enrepenuer tea magnate 
father, Ivan, met me at the station gates ready to give me 
a quick first sightseeing tour before driving me straight 
to Petr’s 20th birthday party at one of the most popular 
cocktail-show-bars in town...perfect!  Even more so as 
that very night was during the so called ’White Nights’, 
a unique and very poetic natural phenomena, when 
all night is as bright as early evening. St. Petersburg is 
the world’s only metropolis where such a phenomenon 
takes place, which can be explained by its geographical 
location as the world’s most northern millionaire city. The 
dusk meets the dawn and it is so bright that they don’t 
bother with street lighting during that time.  That night 
my trip to Russia climaxed - true Russian style - with 
Beluga caviar and a tiny sip of the finest Russian vodka; 
even sportswomen cut loose at special occasions! 

St. Petersburg excelled my expectations and I was 
truly impressed by its breathtaking architecture of  
buildings, monuments, churches, palaces. Up to that 
visit I had always thought  of my hometown Vienna as 
super clean, pompous and practically unbeatable in 
beauty. I am not so convinced anymore.  Windwise I was 
not that lucky in St. Petersburg, zero knots, but hey, my 
Russian family Ivan, Lyudmila, Petr and Co. took great 
care of me when I was there. “ Project Russia “ was a 
lifetime experience and takes a very special position 
in my ’trip-hit-list’. (thank you!) to Andrey, his girlfriend 
Anna, Petr, Ivan, Lyudmila and all the other beautiful 
Russian people I met! ;

Yours, Kitegabi
www.kitegabi.com
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II russia

i seT off from The offshore bank.  
coming back Turned inTo a major  
challenge surmounTed only by  
looping my kiTe a million Times,  
being pulled submarine-like knee deep 
Through The waTer on my board and 
finishing off wiTh some hardcore  
body dragging. 

aye, anapa shines on

the white shell spit at Dolzanskaya

For each according to their ability, 
for each according to their needs, 
anapa lays it on! Karl marx, 
a few years ago. 

If  you know what this car is mail me at 
dom@arcwind.co.uk. the first correct 
answer to wins a years subscription to 
Kitesurf  magazine. 
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